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At $ 629 Acer Aspire TimelineX 4830T-6403 model equipped with second-gen Core i5-2430M
Mobile Processor, impressive Nvidia graphics, 640GB hard drive, 14" HD Widescreen CineCrystal
LCD display, 802.11a/g/n WLAN - gigabit LAN, Bluetooth with up to 8 hours of battery backup, DVD-
Writer,  and many more features embedded in a very compact and portable design appears to be a
great deal. The product seems to be an improvement as previous models like 3830TG-643 were
without a DVD drive. Also, it stands better in price and configuration when compared with the base
models of Lenovo ThinkPad and ThinkPad Edge which starts from $764.99 onwards.

Leaving behind HD-Blu-ray drive, Acerâ€™s given model also stands ahead of the notable Sony
notebook series including VAIO EH 15, VAIO EJ 17, VPCCB3P1E, etc. that start from $743.Overall,
the product holds a positive Acer review in terms of design, features, performance and battery life.
Next pivotal point is the service and support aspect, needless to say that Acer products enjoy
comprehensive support from different players in the domain of technical support. Whether you are
beginners or veteran users, Acer Support service can be a boon for all. The discipline embraces
support pertaining to computer setup and installation, software and driver update, repair and
troubleshooting, printer setup and configuration, Internet and networking, data backup and recovery
and more.

Expertsâ€™ service from Acer tech support is accessible through the highly secure Internet connection.
Experts can look into the problematic aspect of your system using a remote-scanning tool, and can
implement the right diagnostic and troubleshooting methodologies to fix it. Their prime objective is to
make use of Windows repair tools or applications such as Restore Utility, Event Viewer, Task
Manger, Action Center, Security Essentials, etc. that come at no cost but pay huge dividend owing
to great compatibility with the Windows operating system. In case, your attached peripherals are not
responding or not performing to your expectation, then experts will diagnose and troubleshoot those
as well. They can check the Device Manger under the Control Panel and follow the Windows
Update recommendation to fix issues with driver compatibility.

Acer aspire support catered by independent players, is comprehensive and eternal i.e. without the
limitations of warranty period and any product-specification. In other words, experts will be
responsible to install, activate, update, upgrade and repair all sorts of applications or programs as
per your demand, no matter your Acer machine is in or out of warranty. Mushrooming of different
portals have slashed down the corresponding service charges drastically, but mounted on the add-
on services to get the larger pie of the Acer consumer base.

Their how-to knowledgebase, video tutorials, product review, news and alerts, online PC
optimization tools, and others are of great advantage. Strategic partnership between tech support
business and security software vendor is a norm of the day, and it has hugely benefited end-users.
In case your Acer tech support provider is endorsed with any security brand then you can get
software and technical assistance both at one place.
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Dawa - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic  technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a  Acer aspire
support  to clients.Online computer repair,a  Acer aspire one recovery ,computer technical support,
a  Acer reviews  are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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